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The dragonriders explore the capabilities of the dragons' distant cousins, the watch-whers, a discovery that enables them to save more lives
in their ongoing fight with Thread.
Disdaining his family and the dwellers of the Northlands for what he considers their failure to acknowledge his magnificence, vain dragon
Gwenvael the Handsome brokers an alliance with a woman Beast who hides a sensual nature. By the author of Dragon Actually. Original.
We all have demons... some are more real than others. In the fifth book of this bestselling paranormal series, Evalle faces her greatest
nightmare - losing Storm - and without his help the Beladors will fall to their most dangerous enemy. With Treoir Island in shambles after a
Medb attack that left the survival of the missing Belador warrior queen in question and Belador powers compromised, there is one hope for
her return and their future – Evalle Kincaid, whose recent transformation has turned her into an even more formidable warrior. First she has to
locate Storm, the Skinwalker she’s bonded with who she believes can find the Belador queen, but Storm stalks the witch doctor who’s
threatening Evalle’s life. When he finally corners the witch doctor, she throws Storm a curve that may cost him everything, including Evalle.
The hunter becomes the hunted, and Evalle must face her greatest nightmare to save Storm and the Beladors or watch the future of mankind
fall to deadly preternatural predators. (*DEMON STORM includes bonus short story - Deadly Fixation - from the Belador world) "So many
questions were answered: Why is Evalle so wanted by the Medb? Does Kizira really care about Quinn? What kind of powers does Lanna
have? Will Storm and Evalle finally come together? Will we ever stop loving Feenix, our cute lovable gargoyle…….nah forget that, never
happen. I want more Feenix. I loved this book so much…If you have not read this series, once again, what are you waiting for?" ~~~~Barb,
The Reading Cafe on RISE OF THE GRYPHON “...Its been a very long time since I've felt this passionate about getting the next installment
in a series. Even J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter books. Its a story you don't want to end and when it does, you can't help but scream out "No!
NO THEY DID NOT JUST DO THIS TO ME!! NO!!!!" ~~~~Bryonna Nobles, Demons, Dreams and Dragon Wings on RISE OF THE
GRYPHON
With the war with the Kingdom of Nadasha brought to a close, Ruri Morikawa lives a peaceful existence as the “Beloved” of the Nation of the
Dragon King... that is, until another Beloved is attacked. For their safety, the Nation of the Dragon King ends up taking the Beloveds of two
other nations under their wing. However, with one being spoiled and self-centered and the other being hard-headed and strong-willed, the
Nation of the Dragon King gets a little more than they bargained for. How will Ruri and the others handle these two and the growing threat
targeting Beloveds?!
In the world of Falraesia, dragons once ruled the lands with the Voice, but decades of corruption and greed led to the Dragon Wars. To end
the bloody conflict, the First Ones stripped the dragons of their powers with the Iolyth Stone. In doing so, they rendered the dragons helpless
against the rise of humans.Five centuries later, Bryzsal is a young green dragon who has grown up where the Voice is forbidden, and
humans are the enemy. Then, an unexpected encounter with a teenage boy named Gaelion changes his perspective. Bryzsal's troubles have
just begun as unforeseen circumstances force them apart.Now in a struggle for his own survival, Bryzsal makes a startling discovery when he
learns the truth about the Dragon Code. Everything he knows of dragon society has been a deception as the burden falls on him to prevent
the extinction of the dragons. But, can he overcome his ancestors' dark history?
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Sanity is overrated in this “captivating, funny, exciting” fantasy adventure from the New York Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth
Saga (Smexy Books). Some things never go away, like vile enemies, bad ale, and annoying kin. But I thought I was finished with the one
dragon I’d have done anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big, gorgeous, blue-haired beast who thinks the world belongs to him. The world and,
apparently, me. So if Éibhear wants to play the caring hero and travel into the most forsaken of Gods forsaken lands to protect the one
woman who doesn’t need it—namely me—I’ll let him. Because while I’m trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a pushy god, I’m going to draw
this overconfident warlord much too close, rekindle his fires, and enjoy every minute of his delicious defeat . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin
Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique
pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban
Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author "A hot, hot series." --Library Journal
Ember ziet eruit als meisje, maar is eigenlijk een vuurdraak. Als ze naar Antarctica vlucht, ontdekt ze de jacht op ijsdraken en zet ze alles op
alles om de ijsdraken te redden. Ember en de ijsdraken van Heather Fawcett is een spannende fantasy voor lezers vanaf 10 jaar vol draken,
magie en avontuur. Ember komt voortdurend in de problemen. Niet handig, als je eruitziet als meisje maar je eigenlijk een vuurdraak bent en
iedereen je wil doden. Ze vlucht van het drukke Londen naar Antarctica, maar daar ontdekt Ember de jacht op ijsdraken, en stort ze zich nog
dieper in de problemen. Want de ijsdraken moeten gered, al kost het haar haar eigen leven. Dit is magie. Dit is avontuur. Dit is dierenliefde.
Dit is fantasy met een actuele twist: kom niet aan onze natuur. Met pratende kat en humeurige deurklink.
“There’s never a dull moment with these dragons. Fighting! Mayhem! Danger! . . . a fun read” from the New York Times bestselling author
(Vampire Book Club). I was raised for battle. And as the first daughter of a warrior family, I’ve earned my reputation the hard way. Yet now I
fight alongside uncivilized male Northland dragons who think a female is only good for breeding and waiting back home in the cave. But it’s
the foolish and foolhardy who would try to stop me, Rhona the Fearless, from doing what I do best—destroying the enemies of my kind. So the
smartest thing wily barbarian Vigholf the Abhorrent can do for me is stay out of my way as we risk all on a deadly mission in enemy territory. I
don’t care if he’s fascinated by me, even though he is as attractive as he is resourceful. He’s having far too much fun putting me in difficult
situations and testing my sense of duty to the limit. And I’m going to enjoy challenging his insufferable confidence, outwitting his schemes,
and making him surrender in the wildest ways . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy
scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall
rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times
bestselling author

In deze roman laaien de vlammen van de hartstocht hoog op, een hartstocht die wordt verdiept door de onophoudelijke botsing
tussen de sterke wil van de twee centrale karakters.Alaina MacGaren, de schaamteloze schoonheid, in weelde opgevoed op een
plantage, wier nietsontziende, tomeloze overmoed door niemand te stuiten was... tot ze de enige man ontmoette in wiens
beschermende armen ze reddeloos verloren was.Cole Latimer, de rijzige, kaarsrechte Yankee chirurg die Alaina redt en die keer
op keer door haar wordt bedrogen.Cole Latimer, de man die nooit de nacht zal vergeten dat zijn lichaam en ziel werden verleid
door een beeldschone vrouw, gehuld in mysteriën.
Ruri Morikawa manages to survive the assassination plot devised by the Church of God's Light and the pair of fake
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Reapers—leaving the castle of the Nation of the Dragon King in disrepair. With reconstruction underway, Ruri takes a trip to the
Nation of the Beast King by suggestion of their Beloved, Celestine. With their efforts to find the Church of God's Light coming up
empty, the rather egotistical Spirit of Fire, a supreme-level spirit, shows up at their doorstep. Will things proceed to heat up in the
Nation of the Beast King? Or will they get too hot to handle?
The New York Times bestselling author offers “absolutely everything a reader could want in a book: action, sex, craziness,
passion, lunacy and . . . humor” (Fresh Fiction). The trouble with humans is that they’re far too sensitive. Forget you put a woman
in the local jail for a few months—and she takes it so personally! And yet she is the one trying to assassinate the queen. And now
I’m trapped with Elina Shestakova of the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight . . . gods! That endless name! But what am I to do? I
am Celyn the Charming with direct orders from my queen to protect this unforgiving female. Even more shocking, this unforgiving
female is completely unimpressed by me. How is that even possible? But I know what I want and, for the moment, I want her. And
I’m sure that she, like all females, will learn to adore me. How could she not when I am just so damn charming? Praise for the
Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a
truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
For this adventure, Jack and Annie are in Ancient China! When the tree house lands in ancient China, Jack and Annie are told to
beware the fearsome emperor . . . It's not long before they learn the warning is right! In search of an old Chinese legend, they
head to the palace of the dragon king. But he is not pleased to see them! And when they find themselves lost in his spooky burial
grounds, only magic will help Jack and Annie escape!
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original and musing
book reviews of "Dragon's Kin." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or
intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy
this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
In the quiet woods of Penroth lived a tall, handsome Druid by the name of Phred Silverleaf, that is until the great dragon
Cyndraekus chooses him for the mission of healing the lands of Valeria. For a thousand years humans had been trying to come
back from the brink of annihilation, a result of the war that nearly destroyed all life on the planet, but the dragon's plight was far
worse as only the queen could lay eggs and all of Selevaria's daughters were slain before she too died in the collapse of her
ancient palace. Knowing only that he must find a place called Misty Vale Phred leaves the simple life he loves so well and
embarks on a journey that takes him through many strange lands and dangerous adventures. He is accompanied by a mysterious
stranger called Charles McBride, a huge mountain of a man who came from the far northern reaches of Nornhoff and just
happened to be going to the Greystone Mountains as well. A deep friendship develops between them, and together they face the
many challenges their travels bring, and make both friends and enemies along the way. But much of the world outside of Penroth
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has fallen into wicked ways, and Phred soon realizes that it will take more than completing the dragon's quest and bringing fertility
back to restore balance to Valeria.
Only for those I love would I traipse into the merciless Northlands to risk life, limb, and my exquisite beauty. But do they appreciate
it? Do they say, "Gwenvael the Handsome, you are the best among us--the most loved of all dragons?" No! For centuries my
family has refused to acknowledge my magnificence as well as my innate humility. Yet for them, and because I am so chivalrous, I
will brave the worst this land has to offer. So here I stand, waiting to broker an alliance with the one the Northlanders call The
Beast. A being so fearful, the greatest warriors will only whisper its name. Yet I, Gwenvael, will courageously face down this
terrifying. . .woman? It turns out the Beast, a.k.a. Dagmar Reinholdt, is a woman--one with steel-gray eyes and a shocking
disregard for my good looks. Beneath her plain robes and prim spectacles lies a sensual creature waiting to be unleashed. Who
better than a dragon to thaw out that icy demeanor? And who better than a beast to finally tame a mighty dragon's heart? "Sexy
and outrageous humor." --Romantic Times I know what they see when they look at me. The charming, soft-spoken dragoness
bred from the most powerful of royal bloodlines. A disguise stronger than any battle shield that allows me to keep all suitors at tail's
length. A technique that's worked until him. Until Ragnar the Cunning, handsome barbarian warlord and warrior mage from the
desolate Northlands. Unlike those who've come before him, he does not simply submit to my astounding charm and devastating
smile. Instead, he dismisses me as vapid, useless and, to my great annoyance, rather stupid! Yet I'll allow no male to dismiss me.
Soon he'll learn my worth, my many skills, and the strength of my will. For this one challenges me enough to make me want to
ruthlessly taunt him, tease him and, finally, when the trap is set, bring him to his knees. I was raised for battle. And as the first
daughter of a warrior family, I've earned my reputation the hard way. Yet now I fight alongside uncivilized male Northland dragons
who think a female is only good for breeding and waiting back home in the cave. But it's the foolish and foolhardy who would try to
stop me, Rhona the Fearless, from doing what I do best—destroying the enemies of my kind. So the smartest thing wily barbarian
Vigholf the Abhorrent can do for me is stay out of my way as we risk all on a deadly mission in enemy territory. I don't care if he's
fascinated by me, even though he is as attractive as he is resourceful. He's having far too much fun putting me in difficult situations
and testing my sense of duty to the limit. And I'm going to enjoy challenging his insufferable confidence, outwitting his schemes,
and making him surrender in the wildest ways. . . "Sexy and outrageous humor." --Romantic Times Some things never go away,
like vile enemies, bad ale, and annoying kin. But I thought I was finished with the one dragon I'd have done anything for: Éibhear
the Blue, a big, gorgeous, blue-haired beast who thinks the world belongs to him. The world and, apparently, me. So if Éibhear
wants to play the caring hero and travel into the most forsaken of Gods forsaken lands to protect the one woman who doesn't need
it--namely me--I'll let him. Because while I'm trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a pushy god, I'm going to draw this overconfident
warlord much too close, rekindle his fires, and enjoy every minute of his delicious defeat. . . Praise for The Dragon Who Loved Me
"A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book." --All Things Urban Fantasy "Aiken aces another one."
–RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "A hot, hot series." --Library Journal
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The unmissable first half of New York Times bestselling author G.A. Aiken’s bold, uproarious, and undeniably sexy Dragon Kin
series! Dragon Actually Annwyl has a knack for decapitating legions of her ruthless brother’s soldiers without pausing for breath.
But just once it would be nice to be able to really talk to a man, the way she can talk to Fearghus the Destroyer. It’s just too bad
Fearghus is a dragon . . . isn’t it? About a Dragon For Nolwenn witch Talaith, a bad day begins with being dragged from bed by an
angry mob intent on her crispy end and culminates in rescue by—wait for it—a silver-maned dragon. With a human form to die for,
and who is utterly spellbound by Nolwenn’s magic . . . What a Dragon Should Know Gwenvael the Handsome certainly has a high
opinion of himself. Which is why he’s been called upon to broker an alliance with the one the Northlanders call The Beast. It turns
out the Beast, a.k.a. Dagmar Reinholdt, is a woman with a heart of ice only a dragon’s fire might melt . . . Last Dragon Standing
Keita is a charming, soft-spoken dragoness bred from the most powerful of royal bloodlines. It’s a disguise that allows her to keep
all suitors at tail’s length. Until Ragnar the Cunning, a handsome barbarian warlord and warrior mage from the desolate
Northlands dismisses her as vapid, useless and, to her great annoyance, rather stupid! WTF?! A Tale of Two Dragons Braith of
the Darkness likes going through life unnoticed. Not an easy task for a She-dragon of royal descent. But the evil plots of her father
are turning her quiet, boring life upside down. Except this time she won’t have to fight alone. Not when the warrior dragon of her
dreams—one Addolgar the Cheerful—is willing to risk everything to save her neck. Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s
patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT
Book Reviews, 4½ Stars “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.” —All Things Urban Fantasy
“Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!” —New York Times bestselling author Thea Harrison
For 12 years of age, Takeshi is saved by his mother, Ross, from the total destruction of his world (RYU). Violently debased by a scienti?c
experiment in the shadow of the kingdom, an experiment; of some of the shells of dragons found on the coast far enough away from the
kingdom. Now that experiment caused terrible transformations to the humans of this world, combing it into violent and uncontrolled dragons
after the experiment caused a strange type explosion (smoke). After 12 years Takeshi will have to bolve to his world after being thrown by a
portal that will discover in his adventure knowing the true story of what happened, and at the same time he will face terrible dragons and a
beloved being that conparts the same curse of (dragon virus). An adventure submerged by great hello of dragons commanded by a single
King, but who is the King of the dragons, and because he is born of an (EGG)
Enter world-renowned artist Ravynne Phelan’s magical kingdom of dragons! This exquisite coloring book is a celebration of all things dragon.
You’ll find powerful protector dragons, little hatchling dragons, and all kinds of dragon-inspired creatures – over 50 images selected from the
artist’s treasure-trove of celebrated works. Ravynne’s intricate painting style lends itself perfectly to the meditative art of coloring. Use color
and your imagination to breathe new life into these extraordinary creatures. Step through this doorway into a multiverse where the dragons
dwell.
Sometimes being silly can be deadly serious. Alonia is the kind of elf who wears a pretty dress to go gathering in the forest just because it
makes her happy. And it seems to work. It gathers her a dragon, one who likes to be silly and moon over cute boys just like she does. Which
is all fine and good until they turn the weapon's master's sword into... well, I can't tell you. That would be a spoiler. ;) Dragon Kin: Alonia &
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Trift is book three of a new fantasy series for readers of all ages. If you love dragons, ordinary heroes, and bravery that has to be earned one
day at a time, we hope you'll give Dragon Kin a try!
With the incident in the Nation of the Beast King behind her, Ruri Morikawa returns to the Nation of the Dragon King at long last. However,
now she knows the meaning behind the dragonheart pendant Jade gave to her before she left. As she struggles with her feelings, Quartz,
Jade's amicable predecessor, returns to the kingdom after a long absence. As Ruri opens up to the former Dragon King, Jade leaves to track
down a suspicious ship that attacked the nation—venturing into witch territory! While Jade is away, what new perils will befall Ruri? Find out as
this tale of magic and spirits reaches its conclusion!
This exquisite coloring book is a celebration of all things dragon. You'll find powerful protector dragons, little hatchling dragons, and all kinds
of dragon-inspired creatures - over 50 images selected from the artist's treasure-trove of celebrated works. Ravynne's intricate painting style
lends itself perfectly to the meditative art of coloring-in. Use color and your imagination to breathe new life into these extraordinary creatures.
Step through this doorway into a multiverse where the dragons dwell.96 page book, Page size: 215 x 275 mmPrinted on premium quality
150gsm paper
The New York Times bestselling author delivers “a welcome high fantasy . . . should definitely please fans of sexy shape-shifters and epic
sagas” (Booklist). For Nolwenn witch Talaith, a bad day begins with being dragged from bed by an angry mob intent on her crispy end and
culminates in rescue by—wait for it—a silver-maned dragon. Existence as a hated outcast is nothing new for a woman with such powerful
secrets. The dragon, though? A tad unusual. This one has a human form to die for—and knows it. According to dragon law, Talaith is now his
property, for pleasure . . . or otherwise. But if Lord Arrogance thinks she’s the kind of damsel to acquiesce without a word, he’s in for a
surprise . . . Is the woman never silent? Briec the Mighty knew the moment he laid eyes on Talaith that she would be his, but he’d counted
on tongue-lashings of an altogether different sort. It’s embarrassing, really, that it isn’t this outspoken female’s magicks that have the
realm’s greatest dragon in her thrall. No, Briec has been spellbound by something altogether different—and if he doesn’t tread carefully, what
he doesn't know about human women could well be the undoing of his entire race . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented
mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½
Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved
it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
In a war-torn world, a careless act of destruction wakes a creature thought to be myth and legend - a dragon. Mankind unites to battle for
survival, but when dragons enter the fray in human form... humans lose. Five decades later, Cecily lives in an enclave with her father and
brother. Knowing nothing of life before the war, she placidly obeys the restrictions imposed by dragonkind. Stifled with the tedium of court life,
Derek, heir of the Dragon Queen, commits a petty crime. To avoid punishment and chronic boredom, he escapes to the enclave. His arrival
sparks increased tension when he meets Cecily. Realizing the extent of limitations on her freedom, Cecily begins to chafe at her lack of
liberty, and Derek rebels when he discovers his life is built on a lie. Derek and Cecily's tumultuous friendship threatens to splinter the lines of
segregation between their people, but something more dangerous occurs. A mysterious killer stalks the community - and Cecily's mother has
disappeared. Cecily and Derek must break the rules and boundaries between their societies to find and stop the murderer before Cecily
becomes the next victim.
Dragon's KinRandom House Digital, Inc.
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A high-flying fantasy “packed with bold adventure and sizzling sensuality”—first in the series by the New York Times bestselling
author (RT Book Reviews). It’s not always easy being a female warrior with a nickname like Annwyl the Bloody. Men tend to either
cower in fear—a lot—or else salute. It’s true that Annwyl has a knack for decapitating legions of her ruthless brother’s soldiers
without pausing for breath. But just once it would be nice to be able to really talk to a man, the way she can talk to Fearghus the
Destroyer. Too bad that Fearghus is a dragon, of the large, scaly, and deadly type. With him, Annwyl feels safe—a far cry from the
feelings aroused by the hard-bodied, arrogant knight Fearghus has arranged to help train her for battle. With her days spent
fighting a man who fills her with fierce, heady desire, and her nights spent in the company of a magical creature who could smite a
village just by exhaling, Annwyl is sure life couldn't get any stranger. She’s wrong . . . And just wait until you meet the rest of the
family . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue
have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy
slaying brawl of a good book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times
bestselling author
Will she become the cursed king’s fifth dead wife? In Lesser Britain, drought grips the land, forcing Arawn, King of Brocéliande, to
take a fifth wife, hoping she will be the mother of his firstborn, whom the prophecy says will break the curse and save his people.
Ilsa, daughter of a wood cutter, is brought to Lorient to wed the cold, distant Arawn, terrified she will become the king’s next dead
wife. There she learns about the true High King of Britain, Ambrosius, and his brother Uther, who build an army to take back
Britain from the Saxons and Vortigern the Usurper. Can Arawn find a way to save his people and the land that supports the future
Pendragon? Will Ilsa break the curse? This novel is part of the ancient historical romance series, Once and Future Hearts, set in
Britain during the time of King Arthur. 1.0 Born of No Man 2.0 Dragon Kin 3.0 Pendragon Rises 4.0 War Duke of Britain 5.0 High
King of Britain 6.0 Battle of Mount Badon 7.0 Abduction of Guenivere 8.0 Downfall of Cornwall 9.0 Vengeance of Arthur 10.0
Grace of Lancelot 11.0 The Grail and Glory 12.0 Camlann Readers have described Tracy Cooper-Posey as “a superb story teller”
and her ancient historical romances as “written art”. Get your copy of Dragon Kin today! __ Praise for Dragon Kin I've read so
many books about King Arthur, from Morte d'Arthur to scholarly theses on the true origin of King Arthur. This series is without a
doubt the BEST!!! Every book I read by Tracy Cooper-Posey is like an intricate puzzle piece. It’s beautiful and unique on its own,
but when you study it from different angles you find out it’s just a piece of the bigger picture and this author gets the pieces to click
into place in the most interesting and unpredictable ways. I love that I learn new things from reading one of Cooper-Posey’s books
while at the same time experience action, adventure and romance...and not that stupid love-at-first-sight-everything-works-out-theway-we-want romance, either. She writes earthy, emotionally charged, realistic love stories. ABSOLUTELY beautiful story! The
characters are so well written, you feel like you are in the middle of their world, interacting with them on a personal level! OMG. I
love this story, it's a grand classic of historical romance. Oh how I'd love to see this as a movie. Tracy just nailed it once again. I
loved this one so much! I spent the entire book telling myself to slow down and savor the tale and also not being able to put the
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book down. What a great book! It’s not a short book, but reads like one. The dialogue moves the plot, the action moves the plot,
even the narrative does not waste a single word. I read the book twice because I liked it so much. This is a wonderful book! OMG,
I didn’t want this one to end (3000 pages might’ve been enough). I haven’t stopped thinking about this book since i finished it last
week-wondering what else might have gone on in their lives. Any time my husband was trying to get my attention while reading
this novel I told him, "I can't help it. I'm over a 1,000 years away falling in love with a king and making friends with the Lady of the
Lake!" This series puts Tracy Cooper Posey up there with the great Arthurian writers like Stewart and Bradley. Her vivid
descriptions and historical snippets add so much to an already great story that I could not put it down.
Nineteen-year-old Ruri Morikawa gets wrangled into a messy situation when her selfish childhood friend strands her in another
world! To make matters somehow worse, a mysterious conspiracy then gets her abandoned in a perilous forest. Through an
unexpected turn of events, she comes into possession of a mystical bracelet that allows her to transform into a white cat. Now that
she's in the Land of the Dragon King, she has to hide the fact that she's human—which means spending her days as a little white
cat, for the time being... But how will she exact her much-earned revenge against those who’ve wronged her while stuck in the
form of a small, fluffy, cuddly kitty cat?!
"WARNING: easy to read for a much longer time than you plan! The plot and characters are awesome." -littlekaylee ????? A
secret organization wants to help her. An ancient order wants her dead. And she doesn't even know what she is... Kaylee Richards
just blasted her first date with lightning. She has no idea how, but when the creep pulls a sword on her, what’s a girl to do? Turns
out Kaylee is a dragon-kin, a half dragon/half human with the rare power to summon storms. The problem? Her newly-discovered
magic has attracted the wrong kind of attention: Slayers, a murderous ancient order dedicated to eradicating all dragon-kin.
They’re planning something big. Something deadly. And they need Kaylee to do it. A fast-paced young adult urban fantasy with an
awesome heroine, full of magic, wizards, and dragon shifters! “This reader cannot wait for the next book in this series to be
released!”~Elissa Rogers ????? “This book is absolutely amazing. I found it hard to put down to sleep or go to work” ~Jennifer,
Amazon Reviewer ????? “This book was so good. I had a hard time putting it down!” ~Cassie, Amazon Reviewer ????? “Read
the whole book in one sitting. Can't wait for the next one” ~Amazon Reviewer ????? "Awesome characters. It kept me drawn in
from beginning to end!"~Amazon Reviewer ?????
The Dragon Star has chosen again - and this time, it must be mistaken. Lily is off to an elf wedding with her friends, which might
be a fate worse than death. So she thinks - until she sticks her fingers in the water of a river far from home. What she finds will
change her life and challenge the bravest dragons she knows. And might involve some accidental dragon soup. Dragon Kin: Lily &
Oceana is book two of a new fantasy series for readers of all ages. If you love dragons, ordinary heroes, and bravery that has to
be earned one day at a time, we hope you'll give Dragon Kin a try!
The ancient prophecy speaks of the five, those who will come to save all of dragonkind. Like most prophecies, it leaves out a lot of
the important details... The very ordinary elf girl who runs for the hills--and gets lost in a forest instead. The dragon egg,
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precariously perched high in a tree on a dark winter's night. And what happens when egg meets girl. Dragon Kin: Sapphire & Lotus
is book one of a new fantasy series for readers of all ages. If you love dragons, ordinary heroes, or bravery that has to be earned
one day at a time, we hope you'll give this book a try!
A musically talented boy has to give up his dream to become the handler of a watch dragon.
Type: novella and the word count is about 37,600 words AabiLynn's Test of Dragons, Test of Swords follows Cara-AabiLynn's
adventures after AabiLynn's Dragon Rite series. If you haven't read the Dragon Rite series, you can start it by reading AabiLynn's
Dragon Rite #0 Dragon's Brood for FREE. If you love stories with dragons or stories about dragons like Anne McCaffery’s
Dragonriders of Pern, Cressida Cowell’s How To Train Your Dragon, or George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire a.k.a.
Game of Thrones, you’ll love this series about a bond of friendship and family like no other. Cara-AabiLynn and her dragon
hatchling pair have completed their Dragon Rite and move forward with their training as dark forces march in to destroy all
dragons. ATOD2: In the second story of the series, Cara and her hatchling must deal with a surprising secret that could break the
very bonds that have saved them over and over, and they must do this while dealing with a giant of a problem. AabiLynn's Test of
Dragons, Test of Swords fantasy action adventure sword and sorcery novella series: ATOD1: The Birth Of A Dragon Queen And
The Birth Of Sorrows ATOD2: Dragon Hearts And Nightmarish Times
Nadat Rhand Altor opgestaan is als de Herrezen Draak, staat hij in dit derde deel in Robert Jordans Het Rad des Tijds-cyclus voor een
belangrijke taak: hij moet zijn krachten leren te beheersen. Robert jordan, Het Rad des Tijds 3 - De Herrezen Draak Het Rad des Tijds is
onbetwist de meest aansprekende fantasy-cyclus van de afgelopen decennia. In dit ambitieuze epos verhaalt Robert Jordan van een profetie
die lang geleden is gedaan, van een eeuw die lang geleden is voorspeld, de eeuw die nu is wedergekomen op het Rad des Tijds. Alles wat
was, wat is en wat zal zijn dreigt nu onder de Schaduw verloren te gaan. Want zo staat het geschreven... 3 De Herrezen Draak Eindelijk is hij
dan opgestaan, de voorspelde leider die de wereld zal redden en tegelijk zal verwoesten, de man die in zijn waanzin alles en iedereen zal
meeslepen, die iedereen zal ombrengen die hem nastaat. Rhand Altor kan zijn roeping niet langer ontkennen, maar hij kan zijn gaven niet
beheersen en, goede raad is duur, hij heeft er geen flauw benul van hoe hij de Duistere moet verslaan. Veel zal duidelijk worden in het Hart
van de Steen, een knoop in het patroon van de eeuw, een nest voor de herrezen draak. `Ambitieus en aangrijpend op vele niveaus.' Boston
Globe
Young Kindan has no expectations other than joining his father in the mines of Camp Natalon on Pern. Mining is fraught with danger, but
fortunately the camp has a watch-wher, a creature distantly related to dragons and uniquely suited to specialized work in the dark, cold
mineshafts. Then disaster strikes, leaving Kindan orphaned and the camp without a watch-wher. Grieving, Kindan is taken in by the camp's
new Harper and finds a measure of solace in a burgeoning musical talent . . . and in a new friendship with the mysterious Nuella. It is Nuella
who assists Kindan when he is selected to hatch and train a new watch-wher, a job that forces him to give up his dream of becoming a
Harper; and it is Nuella who helps him give new meaning to his life. Meanwhile, long-simmering tensions are dividing the camp. As warring
factions threaten to explode, Nuella and Kindan begin to discover hidden talents in the watch-wher - talents that could very well save an
entire Hold and which show them that even a seemingly impossible dream is never completely out of reach ...
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Drissa needs a place to hide, and she needed it yesterday. Wendal, with its rumors of inhospitable shifters, unknown terrain and wild magic,
is not a territory many want to explore, making it the perfect place to disappear. Now, the last thing Drissa needs is to adopt more trouble, but
what can she do when it hatches at her feet and then insists she drag it and a half-dead stranger to safety? But she’ll do whatever is
necessary to survive, because her younger sister can’t wait forever to be rescued. Of course, Wendal and its inhabitants aren’t necessarily
interested in her long-term plans or her survival. Dragons of Wendal is book 1. DragonKin is book 2. A fantasy adventure with werewoves,
dragons, grypons, mages, and magic. Good reading for young adults and adults.
Drie korte verhalen over Lord John die zich net voor en net na de gebeurtenissen in Het dubbelleven van Lord John afspelen. In Lord John
en de Hellevuurclub wordt John Grey in Londen benaderd door een roodharige man met een dringend verzoek om hulp, waarna hij sterft
voor Lord Johns ogen. In Lord John en de succubus brengen zijn avonturen hem naar Duitsland, waar hij verontrustende dromen heeft over
Jamie Fraser. Als laatste moet Grey voor een commissie verschijnen die een onderzoek heeft ingesteld naar het exploderen van een kanon.
Een daad die grote gevolgen heeft voor iedereen in Lord John en de spooksoldaat. De pers over Lord John en de hand van de duivel
‘Onvergetelijke personages en rijk voorzien van historische details. Absoluut onmogelijk weg te leggen.’ The New York Times
There are only four. The prophecy speaks of five. They have time yet... until the Dragon Star sends visions of doom for the dragons across
the waters and even those not called must be ready. A small elf who has waited so very long for a dragon of her own prepares to do what she
can to help her friends pack their bags and meet their destinies, and hides the terrible sadness in her own heart. She has not been chosen.
Then the dragon queen looks into Kellan's eyes and says the three words that will change everything. It is time.
The unputdownable second half of New York Times bestselling author G.A. Aiken’s wildly funny, hot and unmistakably kick ass Dragon Kin
series. The Dragon Who Loved Me Rhona the Fearless must fight alongside uncivilized male Northland dragons who think a female is only
good for breeding. But only fools would try to stop her from doing what she does best—destroying the enemies of her kind. So the smartest
thing wily barbarian Vigholf the Abhorrent can do is stay out of her way . . . How to Drive a Dragon Crazy Izzy thought she was finished with
the one dragon she’d have done anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big, gorgeous, blue-haired beast who wants to protect her from danger.
That’s fine with her, because while she’s trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a pushy god, she’ll draw the overconfident warlord in and
rekindle his smoldering fires . . . Light My Fire Celyn the Charming has direct orders from his queen to protect Elina Shestakova of the Black
Bear Riders of the Midnight. Gods! That endless name! Worse still, this unforgiving female is completely unimpressed by Celyn. How is that
even possible? Especially when he is just so damn charming? Feel the Burn Gaius Domitus, the one-eyed rebel dragon king, must fight off
half of his ungrateful family on a regular basis to keep law and order in his lands. But he never expected to have to consort with a barbarian
human woman. Kachka may be beautiful and fierce, but the feared Daughter of the Steppes has no time for foolish dragons. Though she may
have a thing for his eyepatch . . . Bring the Heat Aidan the Divine is also a delight, cheerful, charming, and a royal warrior who is extremely
handsome with a very large and well-hidden hoard of gold. And yet, Branwen the Awful—a low-born, no less—either tells him to shut up or,
worse, ignores him completely. But if they’re going to win the war, they’re going to have to fight side by side . . . Dragon on Top Ghleanna
the Decimator knows no fear, no pain, and no mercy. She does, however, know acute embarrassment! Especially after getting dumped by a
bastard dragon in front of her own troops. All she wants to do is sulk in her cave but Her Majesty has ordered her to escort Bram the Merciful
through dangerous territories—not exactly the best use of her military training. Then again . . . Bram is quite easy on the eyes . . . Praise for
the Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a truly
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unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews, 4½ Stars “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.” —All Things
Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!” —New York Times bestselling author Thea Harrison
Kendra and Seth race to claim a talisman that could help them in their quest to protect the world from total dragon domination in this second
novel of the New York Times bestselling sequel series to Fablehaven from author Brandon Mull. War has come to the dragon sanctuaries of
the world, and the danger is most intense at Wyrmroost. After a humiliating defeat at the hands of Kendra and Seth, Celebrant, King of
Dragons, prepares to unleash his fury and take control of his native preserve. Armed with information from a new ally—Ronodin, the dark
unicorn—Celebrant seeks a legendary talisman—the dominion stone. However, the powerful stone is protected by a cursed castle. Upon
entering the castle fortress, an unyielding power strips all magical beings of their power and forces Celebrant to take his human avatar form.
Kendra and Seth must enter the cursed castle as well. The race is on. Will the two young caretakers rally enough support from the creatures
of Wyrmroost against the greatest threat the magical community has faced in ages? Can they foil Celebrant’s plan and beat him to the
mighty dominion stone? Or will all hope be shattered by the wrath of the Dragon King?
All roads and adventures have led Sarah and her paranormal friends to this point. They must make their first and final confrontation against
Michael, the champion of a deep darkness that threatens to consume the entire world in its evil embrace. Their victory depends on them
finding the last of the pieces of the relic, but their best plans go awry when they instead lose one. The betrayal cuts deep into their unity and
leaves them with a traitor in their midst that they’re unwilling to cast aside. They must now balance their shaky chance at victory with their
desire to protect each other from themselves and the outside influences of the evil undead. All the while Sarah is slipping closer and closer to
becoming a full vampire. Each night brings her nearer her inevitable destiny, but sometimes the journey is more important than the
destination. For Sarah, she’s determined to make sure that the journey will be victory for her friends, even if it means sacrificing herself to do
it.
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